Cooking in the dark: a mixed reality empathy experience for the embodiment of blindness
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Fig. 1. Left: blindfolded user putting on the HMD. Center: user interacting with the game via voice command. Right: user receiving spatialized sound feedback.

In the context of promoting a sense of empathy for the difference in people without disabilities, we propose a gaming experience that allows users to embody having a visual impairment. By occluding the user’s vision and providing spatialized audio and passive haptic feedback, allied with a speech recognition digital assistant, our goal is to offer a multi-sensory experience to enhance the user’s sense of embodiment inside a mixed reality blindness simulation. Inside the game environment, while expecting a guest to arrive, the player is required to cook a meal completely in the dark. Being aided solely by their remaining senses and a digital assistant, players must go through several tasks as to prepare dinner in time, risking to lose a love interest.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Ever since 1989, an exhibition named Dialogue in the Dark\(^1\) has run internationally as a visual impairment awareness experience. There, visitors face absolute darkness while performing daily activities, such as walking in a park or visiting a coffee shop in specially designed darkened rooms. More recently, researchers have claimed that the responsibility of addressing disability should be placed on everyone collectively, including technology designers [4, 22]. In that line of thought, by working together with a Visually Impaired researcher during its development and combining concepts from related projects, this paper introduces a Mixed Reality (MR) gaming experience focused on providing players with empathy towards Blind and Visually Impaired (BVI) people.

2 RELATED WORK

Immersive virtual environments are able to supply users with sensorimotor cues that can empower experiences with verisimilar features [1]. In order to guide user perception into experiencing situations from another person’s perspective, self-representation in virtual reality has been explored and manipulated. Virtual experiences have been built that allow users to embody diverse conditions and traits, e.g. a different gender [26], nationality [11], physical stature [25], mental illness [20], and even disabilities [3, 6, 12].

Focusing on blindness simulation experiences, both commercial and academic works have been implemented recently in Virtual Reality (VR), such as an immersive documentary\(^2\), games\(^3\) and VR experiences [17][24]. In contrast to these works, the current application focuses on providing the player with a Mixed Reality approach, being set on an actual kitchen environment, with passive haptics, spatial audio localization cues and speech recognition for every interactive object in the game.

Similarly to ours, several recent studies delve into guiding users with spatial audio and sonification [2, 8, 9, 16]. Among their approaches, specifically Head-Related Transfer Functions (HRTF) and Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) sensors were also used in the current project for the synthesis of spatial sound beacons positioned according to everyday objects in the game, guiding players towards them. Despite having interesting results in their comparisons, our indoor approach targets considerable smaller dislocations in three dimensions during micro-guidance tasks in a playful game environment.

3 GAME SCENARIO AND TASKS

The game portrays a smart home kitchen environment. The player has a dinner date planned with a guest and the lights go out. In order to complete the game, a meal needs to be prepared and served before the guest arrives, completely in the dark. As the players do not have a previous spatial notion about the environment, digital voice assistant guides the user throughout the experience, reminding them of the recipe, cooking procedures, time constraints and how to find each required ingredient and utensil. The smart home enables sound to be projected from different objects, in a digital ventriloquism manner [16], aiding the user to find the necessary resources without any visual cues. The voice assistant is capable of speech recognition, understanding and replying to the player’s questions related to the tasks. Tasks are

\(^{1}\) [History page from the Dialogue Social Enterprise website: https://www.dialogue-se.com/what-we-do/dialogue-in-the-dark/history/]

\(^{2}\) [Notes On Blindness website: http://www.notesonblindness.co.uk/vr/]

\(^{3}\) [Blind Game page from the Tiny Bull Studios website: https://www.tinybullstudios.com/games/blind/]
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represented in Fig. 2, which include a few time constraints that need to be obeyed, e.g. leaving the pasta too long in the boiling water will result in smoke, triggering additional tasks.

4 MATERIALS AND METHODS

Spatial audio. As users are required to locate objects solely on sound and passive tactile feedback, a reliable spatial audio system is necessary. As a device that already implements an approximation of HRTFs based on the current user’s inter-pupillary distance coupled to inside-out head-tracking, the Microsoft HoloLens\(^5\) was chosen as the main platform for the game. As users call out for objects they need to locate, synthetic localization sounds are virtually propagated by the HoloLens from their positions, in a digital ventriloquism [16] smart-home metaphor, as shown in Fig. 1-bottom. These are meant to compensate for the lack of vision, hopefully making the player empathize with BVI people’s experience and their need for assistive technologies. Besides these, several ambient sounds are also spatialized as to add to the virtual presence experience [10].

Passive haptics. Given that people might not be confident enough to make precise judgements on object locations based solely on sound, players are also expected to reach out their arms in order to understand the environment in front of them. By having real objects and props placed in the game, the user’s sense of presence may be elevated [15]. Feeling the textures of, weighing and smelling ingredients are typical actions expected from cooking a meal. Thus, using the passive haptics of real kitchen utensils, wind from a fan, water from a sink and even real food [19] might arguably help the player in embodying the game protagonist.

Digital assistant. As a means to interface the smart-home elements of the game towards the virtually blind main character, a digital voice assistant was implemented. According to recent studies, people with disabilities - particularly the BVI - have been widely benefited by the use of commercially available virtual assistants in daily tasks [21]. Specifically in MR experiences, preliminary results indicated that the presence of a speech-based virtual assistant improved user performance in the execution of MR activities [23]. By taking advantage of the speech input features of the HoloLens\(^6\), voice commands related to the game tasks were implemented. Allying that to text-to-speech synthesis\(^7\), a conversational agent named Axela was created. Apart from serving as an audio interface for the game, Axela was also designed as an

\(^4\)This diagram has been designed using resources from flaticon.com and freepik.com
\(^5\)Audio in mixed reality page from the Microsoft website: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/windows/mixed-reality/design/spatial-sound
\(^6\)Voice input page from the Microsoft website: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/windows/mixed-reality/design/voice-input
\(^7\)Watson Text to Speech page from the IBM website: https://www.ibm.com/cloud/watson-text-to-speech
entertainment tool. The agent is capable of lightening the mood by telling sarcastic jokes, rushing the player with snark remarks when a deadline is due and setting up a background plot to motivate the entire experience.

Additional resources. Some of the interactive objects developed and 3D printed are a stove grid, a knob and a button, as shown in Fig. 3-left. These represent our stove and are used as a prop for the cooking tasks, where the grid has support for a time-of-flight sensor, depicted in Fig. 3-center, which facilitates the detection of objects on the stove. While cooking, the Omega 6 haptic device\(^8\) is used to simulate cutlery such as spoons and forks. This provides a series of realistic haptic characteristics like the change of viscosity of a fluid according to cooking time and mixing speed, in addition to feeling the collision of virtual objects inside the pot by kinesthetic stimuli\(^13\). All of this is exemplified in Fig. 3-right, showing user interaction stirring a pot without the need for every physical ingredient to be present, since their vision is already occluded.

5 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

The game project meant for the Microsoft HoloLens (1st gen) in its entirety is available online to be tested\(^9\). A video demonstration is also available\(^10\). The game can be played in three different backend modes: \textit{fully automated} – granted the availability of the additional hardware required \textit{-- wizard-of-oz} – requiring a second person to moderate the game by controlling a game server; \textit{-- and standalone} – entirely by yourself, using voice commands to ask Axela for instructions (e.g. "Axela, talk to me", "Axela, next"). Despite the chosen mode, a moderator is still required to place the real objects (e.g. the cooking pot, the pasta, the cheese) around the kitchen environment and pinpoint them using the HoloLens.

Our prototype pushes the state-of-the-art in Mixed Reality by focusing a gaming experience towards BVI people, making use of an innovative interface, solely composed of voice commands, spatial audio and tactile feedback. It also includes users without visual impairments in an empathy experience for the embodiment of blindness. Once it is safe to perform broad \textit{in loco} user tests according to COVID-19 restrictions, both BVI and sighted users will be invited to test the game. The proposal is to evaluate its usability, cognitive and physical demands based on standardized tests\(^5, 14, 18\). Besides that, an empathy measurement questionnaire based on a previous work\(^7\) will be applied to sighted users before and after the experiments. The goal is to assess how their views regarding BVI people’s experiences are affected by interacting with the game.

\(^8\)Products page from the \textit{Force Dimension} website: https://www.forcedimension.com/products
\(^9\)Cooking in the Dark repository: https://bitbucket.org/renghp/ppgc/src/blindnessGame/
\(^10\)Cooking in the Dark video demonstration: https://youtu.be/GIkhCriA-3w
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